Parcel
taxes
are
likely
unconstitutional. The legislature
should fix that.
Overview

Local governments have
increasingly relied on parcel taxes — taxes on property that are assessed
independent of a property’s value — to generate revenue and avoid
longstanding tax reform measures like Proposition 13. The California Supreme
Court’s recent decision in California
Cannabis Coalition v. City of Upland lowered the threshold for voters to pass such
taxes,
so they are likely to increase. Parcel taxes, however, are legally
suspect and largely unregulated: statutes barely mention parcel taxes,[1]
and almost no judicial decisions or legal scholarship discuss them.[2]
The current unregulated parcel tax system is untenable and requires judicial
and legislative solutions. Courts should enforce existing constitutional and
statutory requirements, and the legislature should create new ones. This
article analyzes the development of parcel taxes in California and proposes a
legislative
framework for them that would make these questionable taxes less susceptible to
a constitutional challenge.

Analysis

The
legislature developed parcel taxes to mitigate Proposition 13

Parcel
taxes are defined by what they are not. Unlike ad valorem taxes, parcel taxes are
not based on a property’s value. Instead, parcel taxes are based on a
characteristic of the parcel itself, like square footage or the number of units.
Parcel taxes are a critical source of revenue for local governments: in 2013
alone, California property owners paid over $1.79 billion in parcel taxes,
based on 754 local governments imposing 1,790 parcel taxes.[3]

Parcel
taxes emerged as a workaround to Proposition 13’s constitutional tax
restrictions. In 1978, Proposition 13 capped the property tax rate, restricted
value assessments, and required a two-thirds legislative vote to increase state
taxes.[4] The
year after Proposition 13’s enactment, local property tax revenues decreased over
50%.[5]
The legislature responded in 1979 by creating a “special tax” exception to
Proposition 13[6] that
authorized general law cities, counties, and districts to impose parcel taxes
and other special taxes.[7]
Two years later, the legislature extended this authority to park and open space
districts.[8]
In 1985, the legislature permitted general law cities to levy special taxes.[9]
Between 1987 and 1990, the legislature similarly enabled school, hospital,
library, and park districts to tax parcels.[10]
And in 1991, the legislature passed omnibus legislation authorizing nearly every
other special district to impose special taxes.[11]
Today, nearly every government entity below the state level can impose special
taxes.

Parcel taxes are constitutionally
suspect

Although
it is well-settled that special taxes — taxes levied for a specific purpose — are
constitutional, the constitutionality of parcel taxes remains unresolved. After
Proposition 13, several judicial decisions ruled that parcel taxes were
unconstitutional ad valorem taxes. Since the early 2000s, however, courts have
upheld
parcel taxes without addressing their underlying legality. The
constitutionality of parcel taxes currently rests on a single poorly-reasoned
Court of Appeal decision.

In
Heckendorn
v. City of San Marino
(1986) — the lone California Supreme Court decision on parcel taxes — the state
high court upheld a city’s parcel tax for police and fire protection as a
special tax.[12]
The court reasoned that, although the tax applied different rates to the city’s
zoning classifications, it applied a flat rate to all parcels within
each zone, and thus was not an impermissible ad valorem tax.[13]

But
two years later, in City
of Oakland v. Digre (1988),
the Court of Appeal invalidated a parcel tax similar to the one upheld in
Heckendorn.[14] There,
the city of Oakland sought to enforce a voter-approved parcel tax that varied
depending on a parcel’s size and location — a scheme common to many modern
parcel taxes. The court ruled that the measure imposed an ad valorem tax and
therefore violated the constitutional requirement that all property taxes be
assessed based on its fair value.[15]
Although the Digre court did not invalidate all parcel taxes, it reasoned
that the tax at issue was “a tax on property ownership in all its incidents.”[16]

In
Thomas
v. City of East Palo Alto (1997),
the Court of Appeal went further, holding a parcel tax was “legally
indistinguishable” from a traditional ad valorem tax.[17] The
tax at issue there imposed a flat fee, depending on the type of parcel.[18]
The court reasoned that imposing different rates on different types of property
was tantamount to an ad valorem tax.[19]
The court concluded that parcel taxes are per se property taxes — suggesting they
could never be passed by less than a constitutionally required two-thirds vote.[20]

But
the Court of Appeal reversed course entirely in Neilson
v. City of California City (2005),
holding that “[n]on-ad valorem real property taxes are constitutional.”[21]
The Neilson court briefly (and inaccurately) distinguished Digre and
Thomas on the grounds that they dealt with general, not special taxes.[22]
Neilson’s reasoningwas superficial. It never distinguished the
analysis in Digre and Thomas. Nor did it provide a framework for
assessing whether a parcel tax was an ad valorem tax.

The
California Supreme Court has not resolved the conflict between Digre, Thomas,
and Neilson. Yet Neilson provides the current rule for parcel
taxes: local governments may impose taxes on real property if the tax is
dedicated to a specific purpose (i.e.
a “special tax”) and two-thirds of local, qualified voters approve the tax.[23] Two
Court of Appeal decisions since Neilson havediscussed parcel
taxes, but neither considered their underlying constitutionality.[24]

It

is unclear what drove the reversal from questioning the underlying legality of
parcel taxes to presuming their validity. Nevertheless, local governments
increasingly propose parcel tax measures and use the revenue to fund
traditional government functions.[25]
Indeed, the ballot language for more than half of all parcel tax measures
proposed since 2001 reveals that their revenue supports essential public
services like public safety or medical services.[26]

Many
parcel taxes likely violate the constitutional uniformity requirement

Parcel
taxes that tax properties at different rates may violate Article XIII, section
1 of the state constitution, which requires property be “assessed” at the same
percentage of either fair market value or some other “value standard.” [27]
The uniformity requirement applies to special taxes, even though special taxes are
technically “impose[d],” not “assessed,” because the terms “assessed” and
“imposed”
are not materially different. In fact, the definition of “assessment” includes
“imposition.”[28]

Uniformity
does not require all taxpayers to pay the same amount because, if it did, “no
property or parcel tax could ever be valid.”[29]
Even “the most earnest attempt at uniformity could not have a uniform effect.”[30]
For example, in Dondlinger
v. Los Angeles, a
taxpayer challenged a parcel tax of 1.5 cents per square foot on all developed
property, arguing it was not “applied uniformly to all taxpayers.”[31]
The Court of Appeal upheld the tax, concluding that uniformity only requires

“uniform application.”[32]
A tax can require all taxpayers to pay the same rate, even if the final dollar
amount varies.

Yet
many non-charter city, county, and special district parcel taxes likely violate
the uniformity clause. Only about half of city parcel measures enacted between
2003 and 2012 applied uniform tax rates to all properties.[33]
Measures without a uniform rate often used a flat rate for residential parcels
or dwelling units and applied different rates to non-residential properties.[34]
For example, one tax applied 17 different rates depending on parcel use,
ranging from $20.24 to $629 per year, per parcel.[35]

The
statutes that allow local governments to impose various rates on different
types of properties may also be unconstitutional. For example, the 1981
enabling legislation for regional park and open space districts authorized
districts to establish different zones and decide the tax rate for each zone. The
tax rate within each zone must be uniform to be constitutional.[36] Nevertheless,
the East Bay Regional Park District (in Alameda and Contra Costa counties)
imposes a wide range of taxes within its zones.

And
some parcel taxes local governments use to fund specific services similarly
violate the uniformity requirement. For example, the legislature has enabled
local agencies to impose a parcel tax to provide fire and police services.[37]
But the legislature impermissibly authorized local agencies to “establish
zones” in which the tax imposed may vary by parcel.[38]
This could violate the requirement for uniformity and assessing a tax on
property at the same percentage. While a parcel tax does not impose a tax based
on value, it uses other criteria, such as ownership or lot size, as a proxy for

the “full value.”[39]

Upland probably applies to parcel taxes
and special districts

A
recent California Supreme Court decision will make it easier for voters to pass
constitutionally-suspect parcel taxes.

In
California Cannabis Coalition v. City of
Upland, the California Supreme
Court ruled that voter-proposed initiatives were not “imposed by any local
government” and thus not subject to the same constitutional restraints as other
initiatives. As Professor
Darien Shanske argues, Upland’s reasoning suggests that voters could impose
parcel taxes via
ballot initiative with only a bare
majority instead of a two-thirds vote. The Court of Appeal will likely
uphold parcel taxes approved at the lower threshold.

Five
pending cases show courts are applying Upland inconsistently. In San
Francisco, the Superior Court recently upheld two voter initiatives (confusingly
both labeled Proposition C) that explicitly required only a simple majority
vote.[40]
But in Oakland and Fresno, the Superior Court struck down two initiative tax
measures
that received more than a simple majority but less than a two-thirds vote.[41]
And backers of a March 2020 tax measure in San Diego that fell short of the

two-thirds vote requirement are debating whether to make an Upland
argument in the courts.[42]
A case about the validity of a San Francisco Unified School District initiative
measure will test whether Upland applies to special districts.[43]

Upland will likely extend to special districts.
The constitutional provision interpreted in Upland
(which applied to general law
cities) is nearly identical Government Code section 53722, which governs
special districts. [44] Both
provisions require a two-thirds vote to approve special taxes. And special
district voters probably also have the initiative power.[45]
Given the state high court’s broad interpretation of the initiative power and its
reasoning in Upland, the Court of Appeal will likely uphold a
simple-majority voting threshold for taxes and extend it to special
districts.

Upland will probably increase the number
of parcel taxes

Because
the Court of Appeal will probably uphold the lower threshold for voter-proposed
parcel taxes in cities, counties, and special districts, taxpayers should brace
for an increase in such taxes. Historical election results support this
conclusion. In the November 2018 election, most unsuccessful parcel tax
measures received more than 50% voter approval but fell short of two-thirds; a
substantial number received more than 60%.[46]
This means that while these taxes fail under a two-thirds voting rule, they
would pass under a majority rule. This result is consistent with historical
election results. If the two-thirds requirement were reduced to 55%, one study
estimated that the approval rate of local parcel tax measures for school

districts would increase by 29%.[47]
After California voters approved Proposition 39 in November 2000, which lowered
the two-thirds voter approval requirement for school construction bonds to 55%,[48]
the number of measures both introduced and approved increased.[49] The
natural consequence of the Upland lowering the threshold for voters to pass local
taxes will be more taxes.

Additional
fiscal pressures are likely to increase the number of parcel taxes. The
Legislative Analyst’s Office determined parcel taxes to be an “integral part”
of local government finances and found that the number of proposed parcel taxes
has increased in the last 20 years.[50]
California cities are increasingly reaching their maximum local sales tax rate.[51]
Consequently, local governments will be forced to rely on parcel taxes to
generate revenue.

Parcel
taxes are also likely to increase because previous initiatives and court
decisions have severely limited local governments’ abilities to charge fees and
assessments. Proposition 218, adopted November 1996, restricted local
government power to collect fees and charges. In 2010, the California Supreme
Court barred a county open space district from imposing an assessment on all
properties within its district for conservation acquisition.[52] Also
in 2010, California voters approved Proposition 26, a constitutional initiative
to further restrict government taxation by defining any “levy, charge, or
exaction of any kind” as a tax unless it meets one of seven exceptions. This
“recast many fee programs as tax increases.”[53]
Combined, these restrictions may force local governments to seek funds from
voter-approved parcel taxes.

Parcel

taxes are probably municipal affairs

Because
parcel taxes are almost certainty a municipal affair, any legislation
regulating parcel taxes would apply only to general law cities, not charter
cities. Under the state constitution, charter cities may “make and enforce all
ordinances and regulations in respect to municipal affairs.”[54]
This includes “the power to tax for local purposes.”[55]
Although the municipal affairs doctrine is a muddled area of law that does not
receive full attention,[56]
the California Supreme Court “rules for the city in nearly every case that
concerns local finance, especially taxes.”[57]

The
legislature cannot preempt charter cities’ parcel taxes because no legislative
scheme fully occupies the field and state regulation is not a “paramount state
concern.” Unlike the sales tax and income tax — which the state has preempted —
California does not have a direct revenue-raising interest in parcel taxes.[58]
Nor does California impose a single statewide parcel tax. Voters overwhelmingly
rejected the state’s sole effort at parcel taxes in November 2006 when they
voted down Proposition 88, which proposed a $50 parcel tax on “most parcels” of
real property in the state to fund education.[59]
And parcel taxes are not traditionally regulated by a central state or federal
authority.[60] Consequently,
the legislature cannot regulate parcel taxes in charter cities.

The
legislature should enact comprehensive regulation

Even

if charter city parcel taxes are a municipal affair, the legislature can
regulate the majority of parcel taxes, because only 121 of California’s 458
cities have charters.[61]
The parcel tax system (to the extent it has any foundation) is based on
statutory authority. The legislature can still regulate parcel taxes in general
law cities, counties, and special districts.

To
do so, the legislature should emulate the Bradley–Burns Uniform Local Sales and
Use Act. In 1953, that law created an “integrated, uniform system of city and
county sales and use taxation” to ensure uniformity between local and state
sales taxes and prevent chaos between overlapping taxing jurisdictions.[62]
Bradley–Burns
fixed the sales tax rate and mandated certain exemptions.[63]
It also imposed conditions before local governments could enact tax ordinances
and required local cooperation with state tax collection.[64]

Parcel
taxes need similar regulation. The only comprehensive study of parcel taxes
across the state found “no common standards, practices, or equalization” across
parcel taxes.[65]
Parcel taxes today resemble sales taxes before the Bradley–Burns sales tax
reform: as sales taxes formerly were, parcel taxes now are concentrated in
metropolitan areas.[66]
Also like pre-Bradley–Burns sales taxes, parcel taxes vary widely by area and
subject. And the absence of uniformity and set standards for local sales taxes
fostered
diverse exemptions, imposed duplicate taxation on single sales, and created
issues with competitive advantage.[67]
That precisely describes parcel taxes today, which calls for a similar
solution.

Currently,
more than 55 state statutes grant local governments the ability to enact parcel
taxes.[68]
These statutes provide inconsistent authority and allow varied local entities to
impose different structures for different purposes. The constitution demands
uniform
standards. This confused taxing landscape, and the constitutional uniformity
mandate, call for reform.

Conclusion

This
area of the law needs a policy-level rewrite, not a piecemeal adjustment
through litigation. Unregulated parcel taxes have quietly grown into a major
local revenue source, but the absence of clear legal authority for these taxes
means that many local governments are potentially imposing unconstitutional
taxes. And Upland will likely lead to even more of these questionable
taxes. Strict procedural rules make challenging parcel taxes difficult, which results
in few challenges.[69]
The courts and the legislature should clarify the law on parcel taxes. Only
those principals can provide the fundamental review of previous judicial decisions
and taxation codes that is needed to provide guidance to local governments and
their taxpayers.
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